Abstract. Take the marine auxiliary electric propulsion system as an example, to analysis the reasons that the crew disoperation in concrete operation. Put forward two sets anti interlocking design based on the time relay circuit which installed between auxiliary pushing plate and auxiliary pushing control signal, to eliminate disoperation in the implementation. Even to eliminate adverse effect about error identification caused by signal deranged, and uncoordinated movements caused by dislocation. Ensure the safe and reliable of auxiliary electric propulsion equipment. Electrical interlocking designed and installed doesn't influence the original technical performances or functions of the auxiliary electric propulsion equipment. The simple circuit and reliable function improves the safety of auxiliary pushing device.
Introduction
Marine electric propulsion devices are generally composed of prime mover, generator, motor, propeller and control unit. The marine electric propulsion system drives the generator through the mechanical prime mover (diesel, gas turbine or nuclear power), and the generator provides the power for the propulsion motor [1] . At present, the prime mover is generally used in high speed or middle speed diesel engine, the propulsion device generally has two kinds of DC electric propulsion and AC electric propulsion. Compared with the traditional mechanical propulsion system, the ship with the electric propulsion system has obvious advantages in economy, vibration and noise, ship handling, layout and safety reliability. However, due to the limitation of cabin space and equipment arrangement, it is difficult for the operation of electric propulsion, which is not conducive to the safe operation of ships. [2] This paper take a certain auxiliary electric propulsion system as an example, to analysis the reasons that the crew disoperation in concrete operation. Put forward two sets anti interlocking design. And ensure the safe and reliable of auxiliary electric propulsion equipment, further eliminate security risks serious accident.
Auxiliary Push Device Security Risk Analysis
The principle figure of the auxiliary pushing device is shown in Figure 1 . Due to the physical isolation between the auxiliary push signal and the control circuit, the crew is prone to malfunction during the operation of the vehicle. Specifically the following three aspects of the problem:
(1) ship construction or repair process, due to the limitation of space and equipment arrangement, disorder of auxiliary pushing plate caused by signal lights arranged, easy to produce visual signals identification errors, cause operational errors.
(2) direction of the auxiliary control unit is set opposite to ship, which requires the operator to change the thinking habit of orientation judgment. This kind of difference is easy to cause the crew action not to be coordinated, appears with the instruction opposite operation. Especially when the ship mooring, and leaving the dock, training, crew duty tasks and duties cumbersome, if the auxiliary cart make urgent and complex transformation, more prone to disoperation.
(3) in the new order of signal arrival, the operator did not timely implementation of the new order, auxiliary pushing device is still in the original state, especially in the "forward" and "backward" conversion, this error can cause major accidents.
So, these need to take measures to improve the elimination of defects, to avoid misuse and ensure the safe operation of auxiliary devices. 
Design of Electric Interlock The First Technical Scheme
Based on the analysis of the original control circuit and signal circuit, it is considered that the electric interlocking can be eliminated in the signal device and the operating circuit.
(1) Electrical interlock based on relay contact signal and the car signals installed in the auxiliary pushing plate and the auxiliary pushing signal in the control circuit of relay are consistent, only when the relay command signal under the car, the car that is effective to signal corresponding to the operation of the circuit.
(2) Due to the auxiliary signal display drive for the pulse voltage, the use of no delay relay from the vehicle signal output end of the signal, will be at low potential, the coil is out of power, resulting in contact vibration. The loss of power relay, guarantees a high potential signal relay can continue to pull.
(3) When the new car makes the signal to arrive, if it is not carried out in time, the interlocking device will automatically disconnect the auxiliary motor circuit. Disconnect the delay time with the second point selection, such as 5 seconds.
(4) Arranged auxiliary pushing disc signal exchange time relay KT1, KT2 and installed in the auxiliary pushing disc signal time relay KT3, KT4 output electrical interlock signal, reversing control circuit to push auxiliary motor, an auxiliary pushing device of electric interlocking, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Design Ideas
The operating principle of auxiliary pushing device from "stop" to "forward" and "back" is illustrated.
Auxiliary push command is in the original position for "parking", auxiliary push signal disk display useless car signal. When the command is to "advance", auxiliary pushing signal disc display "forward" signal lights, and parallel to the "forward" signal display KT1 time relay circuit in the electric action, the series is normally open auxiliary pushing motor control circuit of the KT1 interlocking contact pull. At this point, in the auxiliary push control board, can only be based on the signal display panel "forward" signal lights "forward" operating mode. The auxiliary pushing "back" signal lamp circuit does not work, auxiliary pushing "forward" and "backward" signal circuit signal lamp circuit does not work, KT2 does not have electricity, they normally open interlock contacts are in disconnected state, even if the auxiliary pushing press the "back" button, push the auxiliary "forward" button or "back" button, the motor control circuit does not work. To prevent the disoperation of the interlocking protection status.
If in the "back" display signal, the operator did not implement the new car, the original work of the time relay KT1 normally open contact will delay 5 seconds automatically disconnect the main contactor KM1 power failure, automatically stop the "forward" condition, prevent the operator does not implement the new car to play interlock protection.
Circuit Design
According to the technical scheme, the original circuit is partly changed, as shown in figure 3. Using time relay KT1, KT2, KT3 and KT4. Among them, the relay coil KT1 and auxiliary pushing forward signals in parallel, to push forward auxiliary signal input, the power delay often open contacts KT1 on to push forward the auxiliary control circuit of auxiliary pushing forward operable electrical interlock. The relay coil KT2 and auxiliary pushing back signal in parallel, to push the "back" auxiliary signal input, the power delay often open contact KT2 on auxiliary pushing inversion of control line for auxiliary pushing reverse operation of electrical interlock. Similar auxiliary pushing interlocking, the control circuit of the auxiliary pushing, the coil KT3 relay and auxiliary pushing forward signals in parallel, to push forward auxiliary signal input, the power delay often open contacts KT3 on to push forward the auxiliary control circuit of auxiliary pushing forward operating power gas interlock. The relay coil KT4 and auxiliary pushing back signal in parallel, to push the "back" auxiliary signal input, the power delay often open contact KT4 on auxiliary pushing inversion of control line for auxiliary pushing reverse operation of electrical interlock. 
The Second Technical Scheme
Based on the analysis of the original control circuit, it is considered that the existing remote control circuit can be eliminated by adding the remote control operation circuit which is not ready to be installed.
(1) The electric interlocking system is born based on the remote control of the auxiliary propulsion system, which is used for the remote control to set aside the unused circuit and control the power station board.
(2) In order to ensure the vitality and safety of the ship, the original start control circuit and the need to be combined with the hand and hand switch on the operation of the switch.
(3) When the new car makes the signal to arrive, the interlocking contact is closed for the crew to prepare the hand before the board, then the crew only need to perform the vehicle order according to the signal lamp. If there is an error operation, this time the disoperation of the control circuit interlock contacts are not closed, the failure of the operation failed.
(4) Therefore, the utility model can form a complete and effective and safe electric appliance chain by using the original remote control operation circuit, the control board starting control circuit and the manual switch.
Design Ideas
The operating principle of the auxiliary pushing device is illustrated by the operation of hand to hand interlock "stop" to "forward" and "back".
When the need for protection of the auxiliary chain, the switch to K position to push the auxiliary interlock before operation, when the auxiliary signal circuit is connected to the car was ordered to push forward, forward circuit control contactor 1 contacts are closed at this time for the crew according to the execution progress operation ready signal, then return circuit due to the corresponding contactor no power can't work at this time even if disoperation do, start control circuit can not operate the corresponding control. There is a move back to normal operation.
The switch K is connected in series with the start button behind, and the start button for the electric switch, so in the car to control the operation of the circuit implementation process, you can convert manual and interlock switch at any time of the operation, safety and reliability effectively increases the practicability and the interlock protection system of auxiliary pushing to ensure and improve.
Circuit Design
In accordance with the technical ideas, the original circuit for local change, as shown in figure 4. The utility model is characterized in that a combined switch K is used to carry out the centralized conversion of the hand pushing operation and the interlocking of the auxiliary push control board. The switch is combined with the normally open contact to form a set of safe and reliable electric interlock for preventing disoperation. 
Summary
The design of the auxiliary motor control electric interlocking is based on the time relay which is arranged in the auxiliary pushing signal plate and the auxiliary push control circuit. This makes the interlock only when the relay contact signal and the car signals are consistent, valid only for the signal corresponding to the operation of the circuit; when the car has arrived, not timely implementation, can automatically stop the original condition. It eliminates the effect of the mismatch of the recognition error caused by the signal dislocation and the difference of the thinking orientation on the operation.
The installation of the electrical interlock does not affect the original technical performance and function of the auxiliary device. The circuit is simple, safe and reliable.
